however, has its limits as plant materials die and garden fashions change. Our subject matter can die, perish, wither, be replaced, neglected, cut down, uprooted, eaten, swept away by storms, and completely redesigned and replanted by other generations. Gardens, in short, are time-based constructions.
For her research, Francis deliberately concentrates on "original sources from the time in question" in order "to attempt to view gardens as contemporaries did, unimpeded by fanciful notions of what we imagine they might have looked like." Furthermore, she says, a garden historian should not rely "on subsequent interpretations which often simply perpetuate errors, myths and traditions in a way that they eventually become transmuted into fact". By closely reading letters, diaries, What attracted me to read and review this book is the focus on the rural country gardener and gardens.
We know so little about the actual garden work; what was planted where in the garden, who did what, and how was a garden appreciated? What did the country gentleman aspire to in his garden? Who were these skilled and mindful nameless garden workers? What was the precise relationship between garden owner and gardener regarding knowledge and practices?
The author attempts to get as close as possible to this illusive group and garden designs via her archival material, but also for her, it is hard to get a good grip on the matter. This makes the book very rich in substance and detailed in descriptions. Sadly, this gets in the way of the focus of overall argument on what took place in early modern gardens. There is so much Francis wants to convey from all her found archival material, and she presents us with loads of original and detailed information. A book with so much original material and insights deserves better editing.
For instance, there are two chapters dealing with flowers and plants. It could have worked were it better connected; the chapter on the knot garden is very
interesting, but what it does for the overall argument is not clear. In her dissertation the knot garden chapter was presented as an appendix, and it still feels this way.
Moreover, she spends the first two chapters on mapping out the "intellectual background" before going Publications such as the book by the French sociologist LATOUR, Bruno (1987) Science in Action; How to follow scientists and engineers through society, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, or the edited book by ROBERTS, Lissa (2011) , Centres and cycles of accumulation in and around the Netherlands during the early modern period, Munster: LIT Verlag. These books discuss the appropriation and circulation of knowledge, materials, and practices, and how these were adapted to meet local requirements. DE JONG Erik (1995,) 
